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METHODS
Congo Red binding assay
Congo Red (CR) binding to both intact and reduced ovalbumin suspensions was measured spectroscopically. 1.0 mg/ml OVA
samples, prepared as described in the main text, were incubated at 60◦ C for 4 hours both in the presence and absence of 10mM
DTT. Subsequently, CR was added to the samples to a final concentration of 2.5 µM (by dilution of a 5.0 mM stock solution). Absorbance measurements were recorded in the 300-700 nm range using a Varian Cary 1E UV-Vis spectrophotometer.
Spectra were collected for both the incubated (heated) and non-incubated protein solutions as well as blanks.

Additional Th T binding kinetic measurements
Kinetic measurements were performed as reported within the text. Th T binding kinetics were also measured in a BMG
Labtech FLUOstar Optima microplate reader using Corning NBS (PEG-coated) and uncoated polystyrene 96- and 384-well
plates. Samples were prepared using the protocol described in the main text. 100 µL of sample were used per well.

Volume-to-surface area kinetic study
OVA Th T binding kinetic data were also collected for different volumes of sample per microplate well. OVA was prepared
as for the other experiments. The protein concentration was 1.6 mg/ml for this set of measurements. Data were collected in
a BioTek Synergy 2.0 plate-reader, using flat-bottom Corning 96-well NBS microplates. The sample volumes used were 70,
100, 130, 160, 190 and 210 µL. Ten wells were measured for each volume. Given the cylindrical geometry of the microplate
wells and the well dimensions, the surface area of the sample-well interface could be estimated. The reduced protein was
incubated at 60◦ C for 30 hours. After incubation at 60◦ C, 400 µL of OVA suspension contents were spun at 14600 g for
60 minutes in a Thermo Heraeus Fresco 21 microcentrifuge. The supernatant concentration was determined by means of a
Brandford assay.

Rate equations for the model with elongation, fragmentation and end-joining
The rate equations for the reactions schematically presented in Fig. 1 in the main text may be written as

∞
X
d
n1 = −2k+ n1
nj ,
dt
j=n

[S1]
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∞

X
d
nnc = −2k+ n1 nnc +
(kf nnc +j − kj nnc nj ) + nc kf nloop
nc − kl nnc ,
dt
j=1
∞
X
d
ni = 2k+ n1 ni−1 − 2k+ n1 ni +
− kl ni ,
(2kf ni+j − 2kj ni nj ) + ikf nloop
i
dt
j=1

[S2]

nc < i < 2nc

[S3]

∞
X
d
ni = 2k+ n1 ni−1 − 2k+ n1 ni +
(2kf ni+j − 2kj ni nj )
dt
j=1

+

i−1
X

− kl ni ,
(kj ni ni−j − kf ni ) + ikf nloop
i

i ≥ 2nc

[S4]

j=1

d loop
= kl ni − ikf nloop
n
i ,
dt i

i ≥ nc .

[S5]

denote monomer, fibril and loop concentration, respectively, and i ≥ nc denotes fibril length; we also
Here n1 , ni and nloop
i
assume that fibrils of sizes i < nc are unstable, i.e. ni ≡ 0 forP1 < i < nc .
P
The corresponding equations for the mass density M = i≥nc ini and number density N = i≥nc ni of fibrils, which
may be obtained by summing over all fibril lengths, are:
dM
dt
dN
dt

=

2k+ (mtot − M )N − kf nc (nc − 1)N,

= kf [M − (2nc − 1)N ] − kj N 2 ,

M (0) = M0

N (0) = N0 .

[S6]
[S7]

In equations [S6] and [S7] terms resulting to loop formation and breaking were omitted, since they are usually small.
RESULTS
Congo Red binding by OVA aggregates
The binding of CR to OVA has been known for several decades1 , although the formation of fibrillar aggregates by OVA was
not realised until much later2 . CR absorbance spectra for both disulphide-intact and reduced OVA, with and without hightemperature incubation, were recorded and are shown in Figure S1. Samples were incubated at 60◦ C for 4 hours, meaning
that the aggregation reaction is not yet complete (see kinetic traces in Figure 4 of the main text). Upon heating of the protein,
the absorption maximum of CR shifts from 498 nm to 514 nm. Absorption at this wavelength is noticeably enhanced as well.
The absorption bands collected for samples incubated at a high temperature also appear to be narrower. CR binding appears
to happen essentially to the same extent, the differences in the absorption bands for CR bound to oxidised and reduced OVA
being small (this behaviour may also be due to the fact that OVA molecules are in excess of CR in the suspension). Overall,
heated OVA suspensions in ammonium acetate buffer do interact with CR in a fashion reminiscent of amyloid formation3 .
Persistence length
For each image, fibrils that were clearly independent of an entangled mass and whose ends were clearly visible were chosen for measurement. Each fibril’s contour length, L, was measured as well as the end-to-end distance, R. The persistence
length was estimated for ovalbumin fibrils by measuring these conformational parameters. One must consider the effect of
transferring 3-d conformation in solution to a 2-d conformation when fibrils are deposited upon a TEM grid. The conformation of a fibril observed in a TEM image can be the result of two scenarios: 1) after deposition fibrils can conformationally
equilibrate or 2) immediately adhere to the grid surface. Furthermore, the conformations observed are assumed to arise from
conformational flexibility and not inherent structural bending. It has been shown previously4 for the case of conformationally
equilibrated filaments one can obtain an equation for the mean-squared end-to-end distance, R2 2D , of a fibril as a function
of the contour length L and persistence length, P ,


L
2P 
2
− 2P
R 2D = 4P L 1 −
1−e
[S8]
L
It is assumed that the conformations of ovalbumin fibrils on the TEM grids are the result of conformational equilibration after
deposition. R and L are measured from our TEM images and plotted R2 as a function of L in Figure S2. A value of the
Biophysical Journal 00(00) 1–0
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Figure S1: Blank-subtracted absorption spectra of CR in the presence of 1.0 mg/ml intact (black line), reduced (red line),
intact and heated (blue line) and reduced and heated (green line) OVA. Heated OVA samples were incubated in 60◦ C for 4
hours prior to analysis.

persistence length is obtained by fitting the data with the equation above. The persistence length is estimated to be 26 nm.
For comparison, the persistence length of DNA obtained from AFM images under the same assumptions was found to be 53
nm4 . Even more importantly, similar analysis performed on fibrils assembled from apo-CII gave an estimate of the persistence length of 36nm5 . To compare to another fibrillar aggregate system, Smith et al. calculated a persistence length of 42
± 30 µm for insulin fibrils6 . Note the three orders magnitude difference between these two values. It may be concluded that
ovalbumin fibrils are highly flexible and this flexibility helps facilitate end-joining so that closed-loop fibril conformations
may be formed, as in the apo-CII case.

Figure S2: The mean-squared end-to-end distance, R2 2D , of a fibril as a function of the contour length L. The persistence
length P is estimated to be 26 nm by fitting to Eq. [S8] (red solid line).

Biophysical Journal 00(00) 1–0
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Effect of surface interactions on the kinetics of OVA aggregation
Experimentally determined Th T binding kinetic curves of OVA do not display a measurable lag phase, leading to the conclusion that OVA assembles into aggregates via a “seeded” mechanism. In order to characterise further this seeding process,
kinetic traces were collected in microplates with different well geometries (96-well plates with cylindrical wells and 384well plates with approximately rectangular parallelepiped wells) and also presenting different surfaces (PEG-coated and
polystyrene). The results from these experiments are shown in Figure S3. When OVA aggregation is carried out in wells
whose surface has been coated with a PEG-like polymer an enhancement in the growth rate and Th T fluorescence is observed
compared to reactions performed in uncoated polystyrene plates (Figure S3 A). The initial aggregation rate for OVA concentrations in the 0.2-12.8 mg/ml range, displayed in Figure S3 B, indicate that the scaling relation of this quantity with
concentration differs between polystyrene and PEG-coated surfaces in 384 microplates. The early portion of Th T binding
curves in polystyrene 384-well plates and 96-well PEG-coated plates scales linearly with concentration, whereas in PEGcoated 384-well plates it displays a power-law dependence with an exponent less than 1. Samples in 384-well plates have a
greater surface area to volume ratio, which may explain these observed differences. In any case, both the nature of the surface
and the surface area to volume ratio of the samples appear to affect the observed rates of OVA aggregation. These observations
may be interpreted as a consequence of the initial formation of the initial seed population is surface-dependent or that protein
molecules may be sequestered at the surface, decreasing the aggregation rate.
In order to investigate the effect of the surface area of the sample on OVA aggregation kinetics, Th T binding was measured with different sample volumes (70, 100, 130, 160, 190 and 210 µL) in coated 96-well plates. The wells of 96-well plates
have a cylindrical geometry and the area of the sample-well interface can be estimated very easily if the shape of the meniscus
is not taken into account. Unsurprisingly, Th T fluorescence does increase in samples with greater volumes (Figure S3 C),
however the increase is not linear. Dividing the Th T fluorescence intensity by the sample height one observes that the growth
of the kinetic traces is effectively delayed in samples with greater volume (and smaller surface area to volume ratios). The
initial growth rate is plotted against the surface-to-volume ratio in Figure S3 D. Larger surface area to volume ratios are associated with higher OVA aggregation rates. Since the initial fibrillar growth rate can be given by M 0 (0) = k+ (mtot − M0 )N0
(equation (4) of main text) and the initial fibril mass can be assumed to be small, then the increase can be attributed to a
greater seed population for samples with greater surface area to volume ratios. In cases with smaller values of surface area to
volume ratio the growth rate increases nearly linearly, but the dependence becomes gradually weaker at higher surface area to
volume ratios, due to either the surface no longer being saturated in these cases or the mass of the seed population no longer
being negligible. In addition to lower Th T binding rates, the samples with a lower surface area to volume ratio also contained
more protein in their supernatant after incubation. Spinning down the aggregated samples at 14600 g for 60 minutes resulted
in a visible translucent pellet of aggregated OVA; as seen in Figure S3 E, the amount of protein (in either an oligomeric or
monomeric form) in the supernatant increases noticeably with sample volume.
These observations are consistent with the hypothesis that the seeding of the aggregates is surface-dependent. Taken
together with the linear scaling of the early growth rate with concentration in 96-well plates (Figure 4 B and S3 B) one must
conclude that the number of seeding sites on the surface must be saturated in these cases, over the studied concentration range.

Analysis of branching
TEM images of OVA fibrils show a number of 3-way, “Y”, and 4-way “+” junctions (inset to Figure 2 A). These junctions
may form either by fibrils overlapping on the surface of the TEM grid as an artefact of the deposition process, or branching
of the fibrils. We can distinguish between these two possibilities by considering the angle(s) made at the junction of two
fibrils: if fibrils overlap non-specifically we expect one angle to be consistently close to 180◦ (as a single fibril continues on
its path) with two others dividing the remaining 180◦ as a second fibril abuts the first with no orientational preference. Any
other observation would suggest branching. An analysis of 149 Y-junctions obtained from imaging a single sample gave rise
to an angle distribution with a single, symmetrical peak centered at 120◦ (Figure S4 A), supporting the hypothesis that OVA
fibrils are branched. An analysis of the fibril thicknesses around Y-junctions (Figure S4 B and C) shows that the majority of
such junctions consists of three branches of similar thickness (8 nm). Only a small subpopulation of these junctions can be
assigned to bifurcations in the end of a single fibril. This branching may come about in two ways: heterogeneous nucleation
at a fibril surface or joining of an existing fibril end to the body of another fibril. Heterogeneous nucleation will give rise to
new fibril ends, whereas joining of an existing fibril end to the body of another fibril will consume one growth-competent
end. Our kinetic analysis is consistent with a model where fibril ends are depleted rather than created during the aggregation
process, suggesting that the joining of an existing fibril to the body of another occurs during OVA self-assembly under these
conditions.
Biophysical Journal 00(00) 1–0
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Figure S3: A) Kinetic traces of reduced 1.6 mg/ml OVA collected in a PEG-coated (black trace, upper curve) and polystyrene
(red trace, lower curve) 384-well microplate. Notably, OVA Th T bonding kinetics is enhanced when the reaction takes place
in microplates with a PEG-like coating. B) Initial growth rate vs. concentration for data collected in microplates with different
surfaces and well geometries; the initial rate values were divided by the sample height (estimated from the well dimensions
and the sample volume) C) 1.6 mg/ml OVA Th T binding kinetics collected in polystyrene-coated 96-well plates using different sample volumes. D) Initial growth rate (divided by sample height) vs. the surface area to volume ratio of the traces shown
in panel C. Note that the growth rate increases when the surface area is greater. E) Supernatant concentration vs. sample
volume for the samples shown in panel C. Consistent with the previous observations, less protein is sequestered in massive
aggregates when the surface area of the sample is less compared to its volume (i.e. when the volume increases). Error bars
correspond to two standard deviations based on duplicate measurements of the concentration.

Exact solution of the linear growth and end-joining problem
In contrast to the model including fragmentation, the seeded model for linear growth and end-joining can be solved exactly in
the general case. The ODE system describing polymerisation by monomer addition and end depletion by end-to-end joining
is
dM
dt
dN
dt

=

2k+ (mtot − M )N,

= −kj N 2 ,

[S9]
[S10]

k+ being the growth rate constant, kj the end-joining rate constant, mtot the total amount of monomer, M the fibrillar mass
density and N the fibril number density (concentration). The expression for n is autonomous and that for M is separable,
allowing the system to be integrated directly:
M (t)

=

mtot − (mtot − M0 )(1 + kj N0 t)−2k+ /kj

[S11]
Biophysical Journal 00(00) 1–0
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Figure S4: A) Angle distribution of fibrils assembled at 60◦ C by 12.8 mg/ml OVA meeting to form a Y-junction - a single
peak is observed at 120◦ C. B) Distribution of fibril diameters around all branch-points analysed (12.8 mg/ml OVA, 60◦ C. C)
Angle distribution between two thinnest fibrils of a Y-junction of the subset of fibrils classified as candidates for fraying fibrils
(two thinner branches joined to a thicker one, whose diameter square is equal or greater to the square of the diameter of the
shorter fibrils, a relation resulting from the theoretical merging of two cylinders with volume conservation) - These angles are
not more often smaller than the average branching angle, implying that fraying can only be expected to account at most for a
minor subpopulation of all branch-points.

N (t)

N0
.
1 + k j N0 t

=

[S12]

As one may deduce from equations [S9]-[S10], seeded polymerisation with end joining but no fragmentation results to decay
profiles, with no lag phase for the fibril mass density. Moreover, the equilibrium number density of fibrils is zero, implying
that all the protein aggregates form closed loops. This case may seem somewhat fictitious, but it can be applied to the cases
where the effects of fragmentation are entirely negligible. Another noteworthy feature of this model is the fact that if the
number of fibril growth sites is depleted entirely, fibril growth will come to a halt, irrespective of whether all monomer has
been depleted (a characteristic that is not captured from the integrated expression for the average fibrillar mass density shown
in equations [S11]-[S12]).
A process that takes into account the creation of fibril growth sites during the self-assembly process would be more
realistic; in fact it is necessary for the correct interpretation of experimental data for OVA aggregation.
Derivation of closed-form solutions for linear growth, end-to-end joining and fragmentation processes
Polymerisation via nucleation linear growth, including “secondary nucleation” by fibril breaking but also end depletion by
end joining can be modelled in well mixed solutions by this system of ODEs (cf. Eqs. (4) and (5) of the main text):
dM
dt
dN
dt

=

2k+ (mtot − M )N − kf nc (nc − 1)N,

= kf [M − (2nc − 1)N ] − kj N 2 ,

M (0) = M0

N (0) = N0 .

[S13]
[S14]

Here M (t) and N (t) represent the mass density and the number density of fibrils respectively, k+ represents the elongation
rate constant, kj the end-joining rate constant, kf the fibril breaking rate constant, mtot the total monomer concentration and
nc the size of the smallest stable fibril. In Eqs. [S13] and [S14] we have omitted the nucleation terms by assuming that the
reaction is essentially seeded; in addition, the effect of breakage into unstable oligomerscan be taken to be small throughout
the self-assembly process, rendering the terms kf nc (nc −1) and kf (2nc −1)N negligible. After these adjustments, the system
[S13]-[S14] can be re-written as
dM
dt
dN
dt
Biophysical Journal 00(00) 1–0

=

2k+ (mtot − M )N,

= kf M − kj N 2 ,

M (0) = M0

N (0) = N0 .
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p
The physically meaningful fixed point of this system is given by M ∗ = mtot , N ∗ = kf mtot /kj , implying complete depletion of monomer in aggregates at equilibrium. Defining τ = 2k+ N ∗ , m = M/M ∗ , n = N/N ∗ and r = kj /(2k+ ), Eqs.
[S15]-[S16] can be stated in a more compact form:
dm
dτ
dn
dτ

=

m(0) = M0 /M ∗ = m0

(1 − m)n,

= −rn2 + rm,

n(0) = N0 /N ∗ = n0 ,

[S17]
[S18]

Thus it becomes apparent that the main manifestation of fragmentation is in rescaling the reaction timescale and in determining the number of free fibrillar ends at equilibrium. Combining [S17] and [S18], we arrive at the following differential
equation for n(m),
r
dn
rm
=−
n2 +
,
[S19]
n
dm
1−m
1−m
which can be solved yielding an exact expression for the implicit solution n(m):

1/2

2r



1−m
2rm−1
 n20 − 2rm0 −1
+ 2r−1
, r 6= 1/2,
2r−1
1−m0
n(m) = h
i
1/2



 n20 − 1 1−m + (1 − m)ln 1−m + 1
, r = 1/2.
1−m0
1−m0

[S20]

Equations [S20] allow the phase trajectories of the process in n−m space to be determined exactly for this model. These phase
trajectories have been discussed in some length in the main text and few of them are presented in figure S5; they give rise to a
number of different regimes, dependent on the initial fibrillar mass density m0 , seed amount n0 and the ratio of the elongation
and end-joining rate constants r; intriguingly, highly seeded solutions in processes with high end-joining rates (compared to
elongation) deplete fibril ends during the early stages of the reaction before they recover slowly to their equilibrium value due
to fibrillar fragmentation, resulting to the characteristic kinetics exemplified by reduced OVA aggregation.

Figure S5: Implicit solution of the seeded end-joining / fragmentation model (Eq. [S20]). Trajectories in n − m space are
shown for r = 0.1 (left panel), 1.0 (middle panel) and 10 (right panel). Each trajectory corresponds to one choice for n0 and
m0 .
Using the expression for n(m) from Eq. [S20], the main difficulty is to solve the equation
dm
= (1 − m)n(m)
dτ

[S21]

yielding
Z

m(τ )

τ=
m0

dm
.
(1 − m)n(m)

[S22]
Biophysical Journal 00(00) 1–0
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No general formula is known for such integrals for any r; solutions can be sought for specific values of r. For example, a
closed-form solution is obtainable for r = 1 yielding
M (t) = mtot −

1−

M0
mtot

+

mtot − M0
M0
N0
∗
∗
cosh(2k
+ N t) + N ∗ sinh(2k+ N t)
mtot

[S23]

The expression above is an exact solution to the model which is valid when the end-joining and elongation rate constants are
equal.
An alternative method for arriving at an approximate solution for the growth, end-joining and fragmentation model
involves using a simple approximate solution for m(τ ) to solve the equation for n(τ ), and subsequently to exploit this solution
to estimate an improved estimation for m(τ ) iteratively. Since OVA growth profiles do not exhibit a detectable lag phase it
appears intuitively appropriate to begin with an exponential decay as initial estimate for m(τ ). This approach is justified as
such an exponential decay corresponds to the late stages of the self-assembly process; in particular, letting n(τ ) approach
unity (i.e. its equilibrium value) in Eq. [S17], m(τ ) adopts a form:
m(τ |n → 1) = 1 − (1 − m0 )e−τ .

[S24]

Replacing m(τ ) with m(τ |n → 1) in Eq. [S18], one obtains
dn
= −rn2 + r − r(1 − m0 )e−τ ,
dτ

n(0) = n0 .

[S25]

√
By defining x = 2r 1 − m0 e−τ /2 and y(x) = 2rn(τ ), we get the following equation for y(x):
x

dy
= y 2 − (2r)2 + x2 ,
dx

√
y(2r 1 − m0 ) = 2rn0 .

[S26]

This Ricatti equation has analytic solution in the following form
y(x) = −

x c[J2r−1 (x) − J2r+1 (x)] + [Y2r−1 (x) − Y2r+1 (x)]
,
2
cJ2r (x) + Y2r (x)

[S27]

where Jα (x) and Yα (x) are Bessel functions of the first and the second kind, respectively. The constant c is set by the initial
condition and reads
√
√
√
2n0
Y2r−1 (2r 1 − m0 ) − Y2r+1 (2r 1 − m0 ) + √1−m
Y2r (2r 1 − m0 )
0
√
√
√
c=
.
[S28]
2n0
J2r (2r 1 − m0 )
J2r−1 (2r 1 − m0 ) − J2r+1 (2r 1 − m0 ) + √1−m
0

The (scaled) number density of fibrils n(τ ) is then given by
n(τ ) =

√
y(2r 1 − m0 e−τ /2 )
.
2r

[S29]

The above expression can be inserted into the expression for the fibril mass m(τ ), obtained by integrating Eq. [S17] from 0
to τ ,
Rτ
m(τ ) = 1 − (1 − m0 )e− 0 n(τ ) .
[S30]
Using the following property of Bessel functions
d
Jα
dx
d
2 Yα
dx
2

the integral in Eq. [S30] can be solved
Z τ
dτ 0 n(τ 0 ) =
0

=
=
Biophysical Journal 00(00) 1–0

= Jα−1 (x) − Jα+1 (x)

[S31]

= Yα−1 (x) − Yα+1 (x),

[S32]

Z 2r√1−m0 e−τ /2
1
2y(x)
−
dx
2r 2r√1−m0
x
√
1
2r 1−m0 e−τ /2
√
− 2ln[cJ2r (x) + Y2r (x)]|2r
1−m0
2r
√
√

1/r
cJ2r (2r 1 − m0 ) + Y2r (2r 1 − m0 )
√
√
ln
.
cJ2r (2r 1 − m0 e−τ /2 ) + Y2r (2r 1 − m0 e−τ /2 )

[S33]
[S34]
[S35]
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The approximate expression for m(τ ) thus reads

m(τ ) = 1 − (1 − m0 )

√
√
1/r
cJ2r (2r 1 − m0 ) + Y2r (2r 1 − m0 )
√
√
.
cJ2r (2r 1 − m0 e−τ /2 ) + Y2r (2r 1 − m0 e−τ /2 )

[S36]

The above expression is a general formula for the fibrillar mass density with no restrictions on r provided that no lag phase is
observed.

Figure S6: Comparisons between exact solutions for m in the system [S17]-[S18] and equations [S36] (left panel) and [S41]
(right panel). Exact solutions are shown as solid lines and the approximations derived herein are displayed as dashed curves;
r = 1, m0 = 0.01 and n0 is displayed in the figure legend. Note that Eq. [S36] can predict the kinetics, but the resulting
estimates for m0 and n0 are not reliable; c.f. figure S5.

Figure S7: Comparison between kinetics of seeded growth with (equation [S36], black trace) and without fibril fragmentation
(equation [S11], red trace); m0 = 0.0001, N0 = 4, n0 = 4, r = kj /(2k+ ) = 5. The elongation rate 2k+ was set to a
value that yielded the best agreement between the two curves. When fragmentation is taking place three growth phases arise:
an initial rapid elongation, followed by continued but slower growth which eventually reaches a steady state. In the absence
of fragmentation rapid initial growth is observed followed by a gradual approach of the steady state. The intermediate-time
slower growth regime is absent.

In those cases where there is a lag phase and the effect of end-joining is significant, a different approach is needed; such
cases correspond to samples with low initial amounts of fibril seeds n0 and high kj . A simple solution is to expand m appearing in the equation for dn/dτ in [S18] to a power series w.r.t. to n, yielding an autonomous equation for n that can be solved.
Biophysical Journal 00(00) 1–0
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The simplest case is to approximate m(n) with
m0 − n0
1 − m0
+
n + O(n2 ),
1 − n0
1 − n0

[S37]



m0 − n0
dn
1 − m0
2
= −r n −
n−
.
dτ
1 − n0
1 − n0

[S38]

m(n) =
which leads to

Assuming the quadratic in n has real roots R±


s
2
1  1 − m0
m0 − n0 
1 − m0
R± =
−4
,
±
2 1 − n0
1 − n0
1 − n0

[S39]

the solution is given by
n(τ )

=

−R+ −(R+ −R− )τ
R+ − R− nn00 −R
e
−

1−

n0 −R+ −(R+ −R− )τ
n0 −R− e

.

[S40]

This expression may be integrated and inserted in [S30] yielding

m(τ ) = 1 − (1 − m0 )

n0 −R+
n0 −R−
n0 −R+ −rR− τ
n0 −R− e

1−
erR+ τ −

!1/r
.

[S41]

This approximate solution can model both sigmoidal and decay kinetics; nevertheless, it is based on the assumption that
underlying trajectories in m − n space are linear, which is valid for the entirety of the kinetics only in a subset of special
cases, as one may infer from Eq. [S20]; to obtain the lines that approximate the kinetics in this manner over a wider portion
of the self-assembly process, the accuracy over the initial fibrillar mass m0 and number densities n0 must necessarily be
compromised. Thus this model cannot serve as an accurate predictor for these parameters when interpreting experimental
data qualitatively; it does however entail a transition between growth profiles which do and do not contain a lag phase.
Simulated kinetic traces (computed numerically or from Eq. [S23] for m when r = 1 are plotted along with the approximations of equations [S36] and [S41] in figure S6. Figure S7 compares curves computed with and without contributions
from end-joining (equations [S23] and [S36]). NB in the case of the linear growth with end-joining (but no fragmentation) the
density of growth sites cannot be normalised, as the steady-state value N ∗ is zero; furthermore, the characteristic timescale
is given by 2k+ t (and not 2k+ N ∗ t). 2k+ was adjusted to obtain the best possible fit to the curve calculated by the model
including fragmentation (Eq. [S36]), whilst keeping all other parameters (m0 , N0 , r) the same.
The plot in figure S7 demonstrates that in the absence of fragmentation a slow growth regime before reaching the steady state
is absent.
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